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Abstract
The effects of a memory training paradigm on performance across multiple cognitive domains,
measured via the Cognistat, in 70 - 89 year-old individuals with mild cognitive impairment (MCI),
were examined. Memory training sessions were conducted on average twice weekly, for 55 minutes each session, for 9 months. Across the testing period, Cognistat-measured memory increased relative to performance in other cognitive domains. Additionally, performance on nonmemory measures remained stable or declined. Thus, memory training in older adult, MCI individuals may result in improved memory, but not in improvement in other, non-memory, cognitive
domains. Results replicate previous work examining “oldest-old” individuals ranging in age from
90 to 99 years old at the time of study start.
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1. Introduction
Several studies have shown that memory training produces sizeable performance gains on memory tasks, as well
as on cognitive tasks seemingly unrelated to memory [1]-[5]. It is not clear if these gains in performance across
cognitive domains occur due to some aspects of the memory training techniques used previously, or whether
these across-cognitive domain findings can be generalized to all memory training programs. Thus, it is not clear
whether memory training increases performance on memory tasks specifically (specificity), or whether such
training increases performance across multiple cognitive domains (generalization). This is an important question
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as the answer may have direct practical applications in clinical situations.
The research is equivocal regarding the answer for memory training and for training in other cognitive domains. For example, Smith et al. [6] examined the effects of training to improve speed of processing on attention
and memory performance using the Repeatable Battery for the Assessment of the Neuropsychological Status
(RBANS). It was concluded that speed of processing training affected all outcome measures, indicating that
speed of processing training resulted in gains that generalized to the untrained measures of memory and attention, possibly because speed of processing was a component of these cognitive abilities. Additionally, beneficial
effects of speed of processing training were the most evident at 3 months following training; interestingly, gains
in memory were not evident at 3 months, suggesting that any cross-domain improvements following training
may be temporary.
On the other hand, another set of studies reported that cognitive training improved task performance in areas
specifically related to the cognitive domain of training, but did not improve performance in other domains. Specifically, Willis et al. [5] examined three training programs, with one each focusing on speed of processing,
memory, and reasoning. It was found that, over five years, each training program increased performance only on
its respective specified cognitive ability. Participants in all groups reported less difficulty performing everyday
tasks. However, standard tests of function showed no differences in functional abilities between the groups.
Furthermore, gains in memory performance in the memory group disappeared after ten years. Ball et al. [4]
suggested that memory training was less effective than other types of cognitive training because the effects of
training did not last for the same length of time as improvements did in other cognitive domains.
It was possible that the memory training used in the former studies was not particularly robust at increasing
memory; thus, the beneficial effects of training on memory disappeared over time. In fact, other studies have
demonstrated the effectiveness of memory training on memory performance. For example, Brehmer et al. [7]
used a complex working memory task for 4 to 5 weeks as the memory training technique. Delayed and working
memories were improved, as was attention. Unfortunately, although these results suggested that memory training might impact performance in other cognitive domains (i.e.: attention), direct comparisons between improvement in working memory and improvement on other cognitive tasks were not conducted [8]. Additionally,
this previous work only examined older individuals without any cognitive deficits. The applicability of previous
findings to individuals with mild cognitive impairment (MCI) is unclear; certainly however, the possibility that
cognitive training can enhance cognition in cognitively impaired individuals is of clinical importance.
Thus, the current research addresses at least two questions: First, does cognitive training influence performance on tasks unrelated directly to the cognitive domain being trained? That is, does cognitive training generalize across cognitive domains? Second, how long do the effects of training last?
With regard to the former question, our prior work [9] indicated that, in individuals 90 years old and older
with MCI, memory training resulted in increased memory performance on the Cognistast, but did not improve
performance in other cognitive domains measured via the Cognistat. In that study, participants were trained biweekly using a computerized memory-training program. Approximately every three months, participants underwent cognitive testing. Results revealed increased memory performance as a function of time, but decreased
or maintained performance on non-memory-related Cognistat measures. With regard to the latter question, in the
same study [9], it was also reported that the effects of memory training were the most pronounced after 6
months of training with memory being particularly robust in these older individuals at this time. The present
study examines these issues, using the same methods, in a population suffering from MCI, who are younger than
those in former research, here, ages ranging from 79 to 89 years old.
Thus, the current study is an extension of prior work [9]. By examining a “younger” older population, we
hope to generalize findings from our previous research to another age group. It is possible, however, that “older”
versus “younger” populations will differ in their responses to a memory-training program. For example, the
“oldest” old differ from the “younger” old in their pursuit of leisure activities [10], which may reflect their cognitive abilities, in addition to their overt physical abilities. On the other hand, Yang et al. [11] report that in two
populations of older adults, both groups benefitted similarly from cognitive training. It should be noted that the
populations in this latter study were considerably “younger”, with the “oldest” group being about a decade
younger than those individuals in our prior study. It is therefore not clear whether the memory training paradigm
used here is able to modify memory in a group of individuals that is younger than that previously tested.
We hypothesized that, should memory training enhance cognition in this “younger” age group, it would do so
by increasing memory performance, but not performance in other cognitive domains, replicating our previous
findings [9]. We also anticipate similar effects regarding length of treatment and performance as those found
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previously.

2. Methods
2.1. Participants
Individuals receiving treatment in memory clinics established in senior living communities participated (N = 68,
48 women). Individuals were self-referred, or referred by either a family-member or senior living community
staff member, for inclusion in the research. Inclusion criteria included age 70 to 89 years old at the start of testing (M = 83.8, SD = 4.5), self-reported memory loss, a level of cognitive impairment that was determined
through cognitive and neuropsychological testing to be mild-to-moderate, and completion of 3 cognitive testing
times, post-initial evaluation, wherein all Cognistat Subscales were completed (with the exception of the Construction Subscale, see Analyses for additional information). This latter criterion was established to ensure a
length of time sufficient for examining the effects of the memory training. Thus there were approximately 9
months intervening between initial testing (Time 1) and the last follow-up testing (Time 4; see Results for additional information regarding the length of time between testing sessions). Mild-to-moderate memory loss was
used as inclusion criteria in order to maintain consistency regarding overall level of impairment at the start of
treatment. Clinical and neuropsychological assessments were conducted to determine the level of cognitive impairment in the mild-to-moderate range, and to exclude diagnoses of age-related memory loss or dementia. Other exclusion criteria included intellectual deficiency or the presence of severe psychiatric disorder. All participants presented with normal or corrected visual and/or auditory acuity adequate to participate in the study, and
no participants were taking any psychotropic medication known to impair cognition. See Table 1 for general
demographical information of participants.

2.2. Materials and Procedures
Participants were interviewed by a licensed master’s level mental health clinician in an initial evaluation session,
during which consent forms were completed, medical history was gathered, and patients were asked to report
and describe their presenting complaint. Upon referral for cognitive evaluation, the need for consult and consent
from a Power of Attorney (POA) was determined by confirmation of this status with the Wellness Office of the
community where the participant resided. If a POA was assigned, the POA was contacted to provide proper
consent for participation. Participants were then referred to a doctoral level clinical psychologist for the administration of cognitive testing. Individuals presenting with memory loss in the diagnostic range of mild-moderate
cognitive impairment, and having the inclusion criteria described above, were then referred for the memory
training.
As part of the cognitive evaluation, all participants completed the Cognistat, which is a cognitive instrument
normed by age that evaluates five domains of cognitive functioning, including language, construction, memory,
calculation, and reasoning abilities, and with independent measures, assesses levels of consciousness, orientation,
and attention. The 25-minute test produces a profile of cognitive abilities, rather than one global score [12] [13],
and it is designed so that a patient’s successful performance in the cognitive domains does not conceal deficits in
others. The scoring system calculates values, ranging from 0 to 12, for each cognitive domain [14] [15].
Participants engaged in the development of a training plan with their clinician as the starting point of the
memory training procedure. The training plan specified areas of concern and goals related to memory loss and
focused on skills of daily living that were compromised by memory loss.
Training sessions took place on average twice weekly, for 55 minutes (See Results). Sessions were led by either doctoral level psychologists or master’s level mental health clinicians. There are three components of memory training: computerized exercises, non-computerized training, and pragmatic strategies. The computerized
component consists of a proprietary internet-based program of exercises that was developed to target the patient’s capacity for storage of new information (delayed memory) and working memory. Nineteen exercises are
designed to help with: verbal memory, visual memory, combined verbal and visual memory, auditory memory,
attention and concentration. The exercises were constructed to have ten levels of difficulty, with consistent rules
allowing participants to progress (or not) to the next level of difficulty.
The clinician monitored the participant’s engagement in the process and, together, they selected exercises that
provided an appropriate level of challenge for the participant. The clinician presented the stimuli of the exercises
on the computer, and the participant responded with responses then entered into the computer by the clinician.
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Table 1. Demographic characteristics of study sample.
Characteristic

N

%

70 - 74

2

3.3%

75 - 79

9

14.8%

80 - 84

19

31.1%

85 - 89

31

50.8%

Age

Gender
Female

48

78.7%

Male

13

21.3%

Marital Status
Single

2

3.3%

Married

8

13.1%

Divorced

4

6.6%

Widowed

31

50.8%

Information not available

16

26.2%

Education
<HS Level Education

2

3.3%

HS Grad

26

42.6%

Some College

12

19.7%

College Graduate

21

34.4%

7

11.5%

Occupation (Previous)
Skilled/Unskilled worker
Clerical

6

9.8%

Professional

19

31.1%

Other

13

21.3%

Information not available

16

26.2%

33

54.1%

Does not engage in physical exercise

11

18.0%

Information not available

17

27.9%

33

54.1%

13

21.3%

15

24.6%

Yes

10

16.4%

No

37

60.7%

Information not available

14

23.0%

Yes

9

14.8%

No

32

52.5%

Information not available

20

32.8%

Physical Activity
Engages in regular exercise

Cognitive Activity
Engages in cognitive stimulation such as reading, board games/
word games
Does not engage in cognitive stimulation
Information not available
Cardiovascular Condition

Medication to Treat Memory Loss
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Additionally, the clinician was able to regulate the degree of delay or distraction so that the participant experienced an optimal level of cognitive exercise for both working memory and delayed memory. An example of
one of the 19 computer exercises was to present the participant with pictures of faces, with names, and then
present the faces without names, challenging the participant to remember the correct face/name pairs. At level
one there were 2 faces, with significant differences between the faces regarding gender, age and race. At higher
exercise levels, the number of faces/names would increase, and the diversity among the faces would decrease.
In addition to the computer-generated exercises, clinicians provided non-computerized memory training, including 3 and 4-word retrieval exercises, inquiry regarding recent events (supported by cues to encourage the
patient’s ability to retrieve information), and other interactive memory-exercises based on the participant’s
treatment goals or area of interest. Training goals and areas of interest were determined by interaction with the
participant. For example, a participant who was previously a managing partner in a law firm was provided with
an intervention of the clinician reading passages of legal cases, and challenging the participant to recall the information from the passage.
Additional, practical strategies, for memory improvement were also presented. For example, participants were
asked to identify a place in their apartment to keep important items (that were otherwise frequently misplaced),
instructed to use a calendar, wear a watch, utilize appointment cards, and/or carry a schedule of the day’s activities.
Cognitive testing was routinely re-administered, generally on a quarterly basis, though there was some variation in time intervals between testings, based on patient availability and other scheduling constraints (See Table
2). At the time of cognitive testing, the individual’s training plan was also revised with the clinician to determine
the individual’s subjective experience of progress, while the testing report provided the objective measure of
training effects.
In the current study, results from the Cognistat are examined. This test was administered during the initial assessment, in addition to being administered three additional times over the course of approximately 9 months
(every three months). Thus, all participants completed the Cognistat 4 times; Time 1 being initial evaluation, and
Times 2, 3, and 4 being those Times following memory training after approximately 3, 6, or 9 months, respectively.

3. Analyses
The Cognistat consists of several subscales, with those analyzed being Memory, Orientation, Attention, Communication, Repetition, Naming, Calculation, Similarity, and Judgment (Construction was not included in analyses because an additional 4 individuals did not complete all testing Times for this measure). Two additional
individuals were eliminated for scoring “0” on subscales during the initial Time 1 testing, and one additional individual was eliminated because the memory scores were between four and five standard deviations above the
mean, final N = 61.
Repeated-measures ANOVAs were performed on raw scores as a function of subscale, comparing performance across Time for each subscale. Additionally, correlations between subscale performance and number of
training sessions per week were also performed. Raw score analyses do not allow comparisons between subscales, as subscales differ in their range (See Table 3 for Means and standard deviations of raw scores as a function of Cognistat Subscale and Time).
Therefore, improvement, relative to Time 1, at Times 2, 3, and 4, was calculated for each subscale. Such calculations allow standardization of subscales, enabling comparisons between subscales, and enables initial testing
to act as a control condition for subsequent performance. Improvement was calculated via the formula (((Time X
divided by Time 1) times 100) minus 100) (See Table 4 for Means and standard deviations as a function of
Cognistat subscale and time for these improvement scores). A repeated measures ANOVA (27 levels formed by
the combination of factors of subscale (9; Memory, Orientation, Attention, Communication, Repetition, Naming,
Calculation, Similarity, and Judgment) and Time (3; improvement relative to Time 1 for Times 2, 3, and4)
Table 2. Means and standard deviations (SD) for average training sessions per week as a function of time.

Average Training
Sessions Per Week

Time 1 - 2

Time 2 - 3

Time 3 - 4

Cumulative Time 1 - 3

Cumulative Time 1 - 4

3.92 (2.70)

4.92 (2.64)

5.52 (3.33)

4.15 (2.02)

4.47 (2.01)
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Table 3. Means and standard deviations (SD) of raw scores as a function of cognistat subscale and time.
Time 1

Time 2

Time 3

Time 4

Memory

5.64 (2.63)

5.79 (2.62)

6.08 (2.67)

5.64 (3.08)

Orientation

9.48 (3.10)

9.33 (3.32)

8.70 (3.68)

8.43 (3.68)

Attention

7.48 (1.41)

7.34 (1.26)

7.49 (1.10)

7.33 (1.27)

Communication

5.46 (0.96)

5.54 (0.90)

5.70 (0.76)

5.43 (1.24)

Repetition

11.59 (1.33)

11.84 (1.22)

11.57 (1.68)

11.41 (2.04)

Naming

8.12 (1.56)

8.23 (1.11)

7.92 (1.46)

7.90 (1.66)

Calculation

3.46 (1.31)

3.43 (1.19)

3.13 (1.19)

3.03 (1.28)

Similarity

5.93 (1.68)

6.02 (1.75)

5.92 (1.96)

5.66 (1.90)

Judgment

4.97 (1.15)

5.13 (.83)

5.16 (.95)

4.93 (1.26)

Table 4. Means and standard deviations (SD) of improvement scores as a function of cognistat subscale and time.
Time 2

Time 3

Time 4

Memory

13.10 (63.06)

22.99 (58.78)

10.24 (58.80)

Orientation

1.74 (32.36)

−7.34 (35.83)

−7.17 (46.79)

Attention

3.26 (35.67)

4.93 (35.18)

1.10 (25.42)

Communication

4.86 (28.62)

8.69 (30.09)

2.38 (30.30)

Repetition

2.78 (10.78)

0.13 (13.86)

−1.71 (14.76)

Naming

7.46 (44.70)

3.42 (44.80)

−0.10 (26.90)

Calculation

5.76 (41.10)

−2.38 (44.01)

−6.74 (41.36)

Similarity

810 (41.02)

3.20 (39.63)

0.68 (39.28)

Judgment

13.91 (65.15)

18.25 (84.91)

8.25 (59.60)

was conducted. Comparisons between subscales at each Time were conducted via 3 (one for each Time) repeated measures ANOVAS (9: subscale). Repeated measures ANOVAs (Time: improvement relative to Time 1
for Times 2 vs. 3 vs. 4) were also conducted on each subscale.
Additionally, correlations were conducted between average number of training sessions per week and improvement scores as a function of Time and subscale as well. The average number of training sessions per week
as a function of Time was calculated via the formula (number of training sessions between Times X and Y divided by number of weeks intervening between Times X and Y). Finally, correlations were also performed between age and education variables and memory improvement.

3.1. Results
There were no significant correlations between age and education, and any measure of memory.

3.2. Raw Scores
3.2.1. Repeated ANOVAS
For the Memory subscale, examination of means revealed increased memory as a function of Time; however,
the repeated-measures ANOVA examining Memory performance was not significant (p > 0.05). The repeated
measures ANOVA examining Orientation performance was significant (F (3,180) = 4.90, p < 0.01), with examination of simple effects indicating significantly decreased Orientation as a function of Time (T4 < T2, T (60)
= 2.48, p < 0.05, T3 < T2, T (60) = 2.55, p < 0.05). The ANOVA examining Calculation was also significant (F
(3,180) = 4.09, p < 0.01). Examination of simple effects again indicated decreased performance as a function of
Time (T4 < T2, T (60) = 2.47, p < 0.05, T3 < T2, T (61) = 2.46, p < 0.05).
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3.2.2. Correlations
The average number of training sessions per week between Times 3 and 4 was positively correlated with performance on the Attention subscale at Time 4 (r = 0.27, p < 0.05), and negatively with the Calculation subscale
at Time 4 (r = −0.27, p < 0.05) (N = 55 due to loss of data of either number of training sessions or number of
weeks intervening between test sessions).

3.3. Improvement Scores
3.3.1. Repeated ANOVAS
A repeated measures ANOVA encompassing all Times and all subscales was significant (F (26, 1560) = 1.86, p
< 0.01). Planned comparisons between the Memory subscale at all Times and the other subscales revealed that i)
Memory improvement at Time 2 was superior to improvement on Orientation at Time 3 (t (60) = 2.40, p = 0.02);
ii) Memory improvement at Time 3 was superior to improvement on seven of the other subscales at Time 4
(paired t-tests, p values ranging from 0.003 to 0.02), with the only non-significant subscale being Judgment (See
Figure 1).
Improvement scores for each Cognistat Subscale were analyzed in three (Times 2, 3, and 4) one-way repeated
measure ANOVAs in order to further clarify the subtests results. Planned comparisons between the Memory
subscale and the other subscales at Time 2 revealed no significant differences. However, the ANOVA for Time
3 was significant (F (8,480) = 2.66, p < 0.01 (See Figure 2). Analyses of simple effects via a series of paired
t-tests revealed Memory improvement was significantly greater than improvement on the subscales of Orientation (t (60) = 3.33, p < 0.01), Attention (t (60) = 2.29, p = 0.03), Naming (t (60) = 1.93, p = 0.058), Repetition (t
(60) = 3.11, p < 0.01), and Calculation (t (60) = 2.50, p = 0.02). Although the ANOVA for Time 4 was not

Figure 1. Improvement score as a function of time and cognitive subscale.

Figure 2. Time 3 Improvement score as a function of cognistat subscale.
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significant, planned comparisons between improvement on the Memory subscale and the other subscales at
Time 4 revealed that Memory improvement at Time 4 was significantly greater than Orientation improvement (t
(60) = 2.16, p < 0.05).
Within-Subscale ANOVAs revealed Orientation improvement significantly decreased at Time 3, relative to
Time 2 (F (2,120) = 3.01, p = 0.053; t (60) = 2.40). Calculation improvement also changed as a function of Time
(F (2,120) = 4.01, p < 0.05, with performance decreasing at Times 3 and 4 compared with Time 2 (t (60) = 2.28,
p < 0.05; t (60) = 2.52, p < 0.05, respectively). Repetition subscale improvement decreased as a function of
Time (F (2,120) = 3.33, p < 0.05. Analyses of simple effects revealed that Time 4 Repetition improvement significantly decreased relative to Time 2 (paired t-test (t (60) = 2.48, p < 0.05,). Similarly, Naming improvement
also decreased as a function of Time (F (2,120) = 2.95, p = 0.056). Time 3 Naming improvement decreased relative to Times 2 (paired-t test (t (60) = 2.79), p < 0.01), and Time 4 (paired t-test (t (60) = 2.10, p < 0.05).
3.3.2. Correlations
Improvement in Communication at Time 2 was positively and significantly related to average number of training sessions per week between Times 1 and 2 (r = 0.29, p < 0.05). No other relationships were significant (N =
55 due to loss of data of either number of training sessions or number of weeks intervening between test sessions).

4. Discussion
The pattern of results indicates that the memory training procedure used here improves memory, but does not
improve performance in other cognitive domains. Cognistat-measured memory performance increased, relative
to the other Cognistat-measured cognitive domains, over 9 months. Replicating our prior work [6], this improved memory was the most evident at the 6th month testing. Specifically, improvement in memory 6 months
after starting memory training was greater than improvement in five other cognitive domains. Although memory
improvement at 9 months numerically decreased relative to memory improvement at 3 and 6 months, this decrease was not significant and, importantly, memory performance at 9 months remained significantly greater
than orientation at the same time. Given the nature of MCI, the slight decrease in memory improvement at 9
months in these individuals could be a result of a ceiling effect [16]. Future work could address this possibility.
Also of particular interest was the finding that memory improvement at 6 months was significantly greater than
improvement on seven other cognitive domains at 9 months following training. In clear contrast to the increasing performance in the domain of memory, performance on four of the other subtests demonstrated significantly
decreased performance over time.
These findings argue for the robust nature of the memory training procedure used here on memory performance specifically, relative to performance in other cognitive domains. Furthermore, these are important clinical
findings and are deserving of replication using other cognitive testing methodologies. The additional implication
is that not only is memory training specific to the domain of cognition, but that other cognitive functions can decline while a cognitive function undergoing training improves.
It was worth noting that judgment was the only cognitive domain that did not differ in improvement compared
with memory. One potential reason for this finding may be that memory is critical for judgment decisions and,
therefore, as memory improves so does judgment [17].
Comparison of the mean Cognistat scores here with those of known norms [18] reveals additional information
about the effects of memory training. It is, for example, important to note whether improvement in memory here
is great enough to remove individuals from MCI diagnosis. Interestingly, individuals do not improve to a memory “unimpaired” categorization. In fact, it is striking that the memory scores here are at least 2 standard deviations below the mean of neurologically intact older-adult populations while at the same time all other Cognistat
subscale performance scores are approximately at the mean of the intact older-adult population. For example,
the mean memory score for an older-adult sample is 10.1 with a 2.1 standard deviation [8], and a score of 9 or
less indicating memory loss. Even though the present group improved their memory scores from 5.64 to 6.48,
this did not approach the mean found within intact individuals [18]. That participants remain in the impaired
range is not too surprising, however, given the initial trajectory of memory performance. Future work could train
and test individuals over a longer time period in order to determine whether the memory improvement continues
beyond 9 months [18]. Similarly, with regard to the subscales demonstrating decreasing performance as a function of time, individuals remained within the intact range, despite the decreasing scores. Thus, without memory
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training it would be predicted that the underlying likely progressive disease process would result in a global decrease in all cognitive domains; however, the present findings support that memory improves following memory
training, while other cognitive domains continue their downward progression.
The biggest limitation of the current research is the absence of a control group. However, by comparing performance between cognitive domains (via the Cognistat subscales), we are able to examine any differential effects of memory training on cognitive domains. Such comparisons decrease the likelihood that any changes in
task performance as a function of time reflect, for example, social interaction or some other extraneous factor,
rather than the memory training itself. Given that memory improved relative to all other cognitive domains, with
the exception of judgment, it is unlikely that factors other than memory training resulted in the findings reported
here. We do acknowledge that this is a possibility however; perhaps the demand characteristics of the memory
training procedure induced changes in memory, but not changes in other cognitive domains, though given the
reality of cognitive decline, we find it unlikely that social demands or interaction could be enough to improve
age-related cognitive impairment in memory, while other cognitive domains remain in decline. Nevertheless, we
recommend that future studies include an explicit control group for the evaluation of the effects of memory
training on cognition.
Furthermore, comparison of the present results here with those of other research supports our contention that
it is memory training per se that resulted in the increased memory found here. For example, the results were
consistent with the ACTIVE results, in which intact older adults were cognitively trained for 60 to 75 minute
sessions over 5 to 6 week periods. Training was found to result in positive effects for up to 5 years [2] [4] [5].
Importantly, here MCI participants were given training for only 9 months, and results indicated similar findings
in regard to memory improvement. Thus, in both the intact and MCI older-adult population, cognitive raining is
beneficial. It is not clear yet whether memory training or some other forms of cognitive training would offer the
most benefit to individuals with MCI. Regardless, it appears that cognitive training enhances performance on the
cognitive domain undergoing training, and thus demonstrates specificity, rather than generalization. Thus, if a
therapeutic goal is to change memory function, memory training is the treatment of choice, while if the goal is to
modify another cognitive process, such as decision making, a different training procedure should be used. Future
work could examine whether the type of memory that is improved can be changed based on the training procedure used, for example, whether semantic versus episodic memory can be differentially improved.

5. Conclusion
Memory training in older adult, MCI individuals improves memory, but does not improve other forms of cognition. Thus, cognitive training demonstrates specificity, rather than generalization, to the cognitive domain being
trained. Results suggest that i) improvement of cognitive function in individuals with MCI is possible; ii) such
improvement can be achieved in a relatively short period of time (e.g. 6 months); and iii) increased cognition in
one domain may be unrelated to improvement in another cognitive domain. These results have important implications for the treatment of individuals with MCI.
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